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“Work it!”, a transcosmos recruiting website, is now compatible with the Google Assistant 

Aimed at delivering highly convenient services to meet customer needs, transcosmos connected 
Work it! with an external data solution through the use of the AI Assistant compatible                       

“DECAds Connect Edition” 

“Work it! (URL: https://www.workit.jp/)”, a recruiting website for contract employee positions at transcosmos inc. 
(Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President and COO: Masataka Okuda) is now compatible with the “Google 
Assistant”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Work it!” is a recruiting website specifically for contract employee jobs at transcosmos. Respecting various 
workstyles for housewives and husbands, students, part-timers, and more, it offers extensive job opportunities 
providing a variety of options that include employment period, work days and time. “Work it!” welcomes 
questions and inquiries even from visitors who have yet to decide whether to apply for a job in addition to those 
who are ready to apply. It helps everyone who wants to enjoy both their work and personal life from every 
aspect. 

With the help of the Google Assistant, visitors can search job opportunities across Japan, ask questions and 
receive advice for specific job offers, just by talking to their Google Assistant on eligible smartphone.  

●transcosmos initiatives to help clients deploy AI Assistant  
transcosmos is pushing forward with its initiative to help clients deploy AI Assistant. “DECAds Connect Edition”, 
its unique enterprise API, connects with Google Assistant and Google Assistant built-in products including 
Google Home, as well as customer databases and external solutions, all with great flexibility. AI Assistant 
provides answers that match users’ expectations and needs based on their attributes and behavioral history and 
subsequently improves the quality of services. Yet, in order to deploy AI Assistant, clients need to develop 
scenarios and scripts to answer expected questions and inquiries, add synonyms, and perform various other 
preparation work and settings. transcosmos continues to aid clients to deploy and operate AI Assistant based on 
its insights and knowledge developed through the offering of contact center services. 

 



 
Contact for Media Inquiries  

 
transcosmos inc. Public Relations & Advertising 

Department 
Email: pressroom@trans-cosmos.co.jp 

■About “Work it!” 
Work it! answers to jobseeker frequently asked questions. Visitors can ask all kinds of job-related questions 
including how they can apply for a job as well as ask for advice. As a website where everyone can “Find a 
Workstyle for You”, it offers diverse job opportunities. On top of abundant search options including job type, 
employment term, work days and time, its Featured Jobs section shows “Immediate Hire”, urgent jobs with a fast 
track hiring process, and “Mass Recruitment Openings”, jobs that bring many new members on board at the 
same time which is encouraging for all new members. Work it! is a must-see website for everyone looking for 
popular jobs.  

■About “DECAds Connect Edition” 
“DECAds Connect Edition” is a communication management platform. It helps clients communicate with their 
customers by suitably combining various communication channels with clients’ customer data, purchase data, 
website log and other customer databases as well as with chat solutions like bot and AI. Its API-based design 
helps clients drastically reduce man-hours to connect to various communication channels, external databases 
and solutions. Ultimately, “DECAds Connect Edition” aids clients to start communicating with their customers 
efficiently, right away. 

 
 

*This service is only available in Japanese. 
*transcosmos is a trademark or registered trademark of transcosmos inc. in Japan and other countries.                                      
*Other company names and product or service names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
respective companies.                                                                                                                     
*Google Assistant and Google Home are trademarks of Google LLC.  
 
 
 
About transcosmos inc. 
transcosmos launched its operations in 1966. Since then, we have combined superior “people” with up-to-date 
“technology” to enhance the competitive strength of our clients by providing them with superior and valuable services. 
transcosmos currently offers services that support clients’ business processes focusing on both sales expansion and 
cost reduction through our 177 locations across 33 countries with a focus on Asia, while continuously pursuing 
Operational Excellence. Furthermore, following the expansion of e-commerce market on the global scale, 
transcosmos provides a comprehensive One-Stop Global E-Commerce Services to deliver our clients' excellent 
products and services to consumers in 49 countries around the globe. transcosmos aims to be the “Global Digital 
Transformation Partner” of our clients, supporting the clients’ transformation by leveraging digital technology, 
responding to the ever-changing business environment. 
 
 

 
 
 

 


